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Course topics and schedule

Textual data 
Monday afternoon

Relational databases 
Monday morning

Graph and networks  
Tuesday Afternoon

Machine Learning  
Tuesday Morning



Document Search
Keyword Queries 
& Relevance

Keyword query: search text with text

“Action movie with magic”

Search documents containing those exact 

words

… a live action movie…

…. there is plenty of action…

… packed with action…

… Magic Mike is comedy movie …

… in Harry Potter magic is everywhere..

Is this enough?
Identify “relevant words” 

and “relevant documents”



Document Search
Relevant Keywords

Relevance: which keywords are more helpful 
in describing the content of the document?

Relevance ≠ Frequency

1. Term-frequency: how many times the term 
appears in the document

2. Document-frequency: In how many 
documents the term appears

What keywords are more likely to be used
to describe the document we want 

and not other documents 

TF-IDF: Term Frequency 
Inverse Document Frequency

https://www.kdnuggets.com/2018/08/wtf-tf-idf.html

Frequent Frequent Frequent



Document Search
Query matching

Compare query to document:

Transform each document and the query into 

vectors: size |W| = N of all the words

Compare vector similarity: cosine similarity

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vector_space_model

‘film’ ‘sulley’ ‘monsters’ ‘the’ ‘mike’ ‘monster’ ‘pixar’ ‘story’ ‘child’ ‘randall’
d1 0 0.2 0.3 0.01 0 0.6 0.2 0 0.1 0.1725
d2 1 0.09 0.3 0.98 0.9 0.8 0.833 0.783 0.733 0.6
d3 0 0.1 0 0.2 0 0.09 0.1 0.11 0.12 0.13
d4 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.01 0.2 0.018 0 0 0.2

Keyword queries are short, 
hence provide limited information: each single 

keyword added has a large effect on the result

…information-theoretic interpretation of tf–idf with its extended 
notion of the probability-weighted amount of information…

“An information-theoretic perspective of tf–idf measures”
– Akiko Aizawa

What about Exploration?
You need to know what words 

to search for



Given a dataset of recipes

Given a Recipe R

What word can we expect to have a higher TF-
IDF

a) Water
b) Cheese
c) Chainsaw
d) Horse



Documents as Examples
Exemplar documents

Set of exemplar documents rather than a set 

of keywords. 

Identify what makes them special, i.e., relevant

https://www.kdnuggets.com/2018/08/wtf-tf-idf.html

PROBLEMS:
Few positive examples and a large set of unknown.
What features can discriminate relevant and irrelevant? 

Would be better to have some negative examples

Find me movies like these:

Example-based Document Search 
Given a corpus of documents D, 
and a small set of relevant documents (Drel), 
identify a set of answer documents DA
such that Drel⊆DA⊆D. 

An entire document may contain more information!
It also contains more noise

Liu et al. [2003] 

Model as a classification problem!



Text Classifiers
Using Positive and Unlabeled Examples

Positive Unlabeled learning

• a corpus of documents D, 

• 2 Classes: relevant⊤& irrelevant⊥

• relevant documents (Drel)

∀d ∈Drel. class(d) = ⊤
• Unlabeled documents U = D − Drel

Goal:
train a classifier C : D → {⊤, ⊥},
to predict class(u) ∀ u ∈U. 

Missing:
To train C we need examples 
for the negative class ⊥

Liu et al. [2003] 



Inferring Negative Examples (I)
Assign a label to Unlabeled data: 
how to determine a negative sample set without asking the user

Alternative approaches

• Nai ̈ve Bayes (McCallum et al. [1998]) 
• All unlabeled data are assumed negatives
• NB-Classifier estimates P(c|d) based on on  P(w|c) with 

c ∈ {⊤, ⊥} , d ∈ D, and w ∈W

• The Rocchio technique (Raskutti et al. [2002])
• ∀d ∈D d⃗ is the TF-IDF vector representation
• Build prototype vectors ⃗cT for documents in Drel

• and ⃗c ⊥ for documents in U
• Compare each ∀d ∈U with ⃗cT and  ⃗c ⊥
• assign the class of the most similar vector
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Liu et al. [2003] 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norm_(mathematics)

Goal:
Determine set of elements to be 
regarded as reliable negatives (RN)



Inferring Negative Examples (II)
Assign a label to Unlabeled data: 
how to determine a negative sample set without asking the user

Alternative approaches

• The Spy technique (Liu et al. [2002]) 
• Extract a sample S from the positive example
• Merge S in U (deploy the spies!)
• Build NB classifier with EM
• Determine threshold t such that all spies are correctly classified
• Document above the threshold are considered negative

• 1-DNF technique (Yu et al. [2002]). 
• Get words Wf⊂W.  freq(w, Drel)/|Drel| > freq(w, U)/|U| 
• Remove from U all documents containing any word in  Wf

Liu et al. [2003] 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norm_(mathematics)

Goal:
Determine set of elements to be 
regarded as reliable negatives (RN)



Training the Expert Classifier
Exploit the partial-supervision 

Expert Classifier
Builds on the result of the first step to train a much more sophisticated 
and precise classifier.

• 1-shot approach
• Use Drel and RN and train a classifier (SVM or EM)

• Iterative approach
• Use Drel and RN and train a classifier Ci

• Use Ci and extract new negative documents Q
• Add Q to RN, train a new classifier Ci+1

• Continue until no more negative documents are 
retrieved

[Optionally] evaluate the last trained classifier over Drel

and discard it if it performs poorly

Liu et al. [2003] 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Support-vector_machine

Methods perform poorly when the initial set of 
documents is very small 

The Rocchio approach + EM is best for this case

Advanced models with TF-IDF or Topic models
Zhu et al. [2013] - Zhu and Wu [2014] 

Beware of Class Imbalance!
i) SMOTE: Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique

ii) http://imbalanced-learn.readthedocs.io



Document Segmentation
Intention-based relatedness

Model documents as Composite Objects
Do not perform matching across the posts as a whole but across fragments 
of them that are written for the same intention

Papadimitriou et al. [2017] 

I have an HP system with a RAID 0 controller and 4 disks in
form of a JBOD. I would like to install Hadoop with a
replication 4 HDFS and only 320GB of disk space used from
every disc. Do you know whether it would perform ok or
whether the partial use of the disk would degrade
performance. Friends have downloaded the Cloudera
distribution but it didn’t work. It stopped since the web site
was suggesting to have 1TB disks. I am asking because I do
not want to install Linux and then realize that my hardware
configuration is not the right one.

My boss gave me yesterday an HP Pavilion computer
with Intel Matrix Storage System, a 320GB drive and
Linux pre-installed. I am thinking to add an extra disk
drive using a RAID 0 or 1. Can I do it without having to
rebuild the en@re system? I have already looked at the
HP official web site for how to use a JBOD. But I have not
found anything related to it.

Extra RAID disk drives seem to be the solution to my 
problem but does adding RAID drives requires a 
reformat and rebuild of the system to improve 
performance?

My HP Pavilion stops working after 15 min of activity.  I 
called our technical department but no luck. Despite the 
many calls, I did not manage to find a person with 
adequate knowledge to find out what is wrong. All 
they said is bring it to up and we will see, which 
frustrated me. At the end I had the brilliant idea to 
move it to a cooler place and voila. No more problems.  

Doc C

Doc D

Doc B

Doc A

Intuition:
Different parts of the document
Have different Purposes:
• Provide background information
• Describe Problem
• Ask question…



Segmentation
Boundaries

Papadimitriou et al. [2017] 

segment 2

Good border

s i s i+1s i-2 s i-1

b1 b2 b3

Use text characteristics and identify points 
in which a significant variation of these 
characteristics occurs, and place a 
segmentation border there. 

Not good border

Communication means & Text Features

segment 1
Bottom-up approach
1. Start with single words as segments
2. Compute a Diversity Index in each segment
3. Merge segments with low diversity



Intention Clustering & Matching
Matching among segments with the same intention

Papadimitriou et al. [2017] 

I have an HP system with a RAID 0 controller and 4 disks in
form of a JBOD. I would like to install Hadoop with a
replication 4 HDFS and only 320GB of disk space used from
every disc.

My boss gave me yesterday an HP Pavilion computer
with Intel Matrix Storage System, a 320GB drive and
Linux pre-installed.Extra RAID disk drives seem to be the solution to my problem 

but does adding RAID drives requires a reformat and rebuild 
of the system to improve performance?

All they said is bring it to up and we will see, which 
frustrated me. At the end I had the brilliant idea to 
move it to a cooler place and voila. No more problems.  

I am asking because I do not want to install Linux and then
realize that my hardware configura^on is not the right one.

I have already looked at the HP official web site for how
to use a JBOD. But I have not found anything related to
it. My HP Pavilion stops working after 15 min of activity.  I 

called our technical department but no luck. 

Do you know whetherit would perform ok or whether the
partial use of the disk would degrade performance.

Friends have downloaded the Cloudera distribution but it
didn’t work. It stopped since the web site was suggesting to
have 1TB disks.

I am thinking to add an extra disk drive using a RAID 0 or
1. Can I do it without having to rebuild the entire
system?

Despite the many calls, I did not manage to find a 
person with adequate knowledge to find out what is 
wrong.

C1

C2

C3
Clusters are based on intentions 

Given a document dq, 
1. the system will segment dq , 
2. identify for each segment the segments in the same cluster 
3. aggregate the similarity of those segments into a score for 

each document. 



Rakesh 
Agrawal

Ramakrishnan 
Srikant

Fast Algorithms for Mining 
Association Rules in Large 

Databases

Privacy-preserving data 
mining

Privacy preserving 
OLAP

Dan Suciu

Nilesh Dalvi

The boundary between privacy 
and utility in data publishing

Management of probabilistic data: 
foundations and challenges

Efficient Query Evaluation 
on Probabilistic Databases

Dilys Thomas

Vibhor
Rastogi

Sungho Hong

Privacy-Preserving Data 
Publishing

Document Networks
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/microsoft-academic-graph/



Influence in Citation Networks
Document relevance based on influence

Citation Network

• Nodes are Authors and Papers

• Edges are Authorship and Citations

• Influence is based on connecting Paths

El-Arini and Guestrin [2011] 

Rakesh 
Agrawal

Ramakrishnan 
Srikant

Privacy-preserving data 
mining

Dan Suciu

The boundary between privacy 
and utility in data publishing

Just looking at citations 
and co-citations is not sufficient. 

Jia and Saule [2017] 

Advance Models
• El-Arini and Guestrin [2011] :

• Condition influence on topics

• Weight edges with Influence-Probability 

• Jia and Saule [2017] 

• Enrich graph with Keywords & Venues



Traverse Document Networks
How to navigate links and connections

El-Arini and Guestrin [2011] 
Jia and Saule [2017] 

Personalized Page Rank

• Start from seed nodes, i.e. 
the documents Drel

• Navigate towards locally 
connected nodes

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PageRank

SublinearAlgorithms for Personalized PageRank, with 
Applications – Ashish Goel et al

Global Page Rank Personalized Page Rank
What are the transition 

probabilities?

Starting from a random node, 
traversing randomly, random restart 

point

Starting from a limited set of nodes, 
traversing randomly, 

restart point is one in the initial set.
Bound not to travel too far



Serendipitous Search
Enhance document links with Entities and Query-logs

Bordino et al. [2013] 

Serendipitous
Search

rafting excursion down the urubamba river 
el dorado temple of sun

indios quechuas 
map of peru

sapa inca

Searches related to 
Document contentDocument

Francisco Pizarro
Rafting excursion

Amazon river

...Query
Logs

Peru

Machu Picchu

America

Connected entities

Serenditpity
Related topics potentially 
come to mind after 
consulting the page. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serendipity

Input: Query/Document
Output:  Queries



Entity Query Graph
Entity-Query graph from queries to entities and back

Bordino et al. [2013] 

EQGraph Weighted Edges

1.  query to query: 

2. entity to query

3. entity to entity 

The more queries entities share 
the higher the probability 

Frequency-based 
approach

Queries in the same 
session

Based on query to query edges

Personalized PageRank 
to score suggested queries



Given a dataset of product reviews

What method would you use to allow a search 
of similar products



Entity Mentions 
&Web-Tables
From documents to semi-structured
information



Entity-relation tuples
Example-based extraction of Entity mentions and 
Relations

1. Example
❬Google ; Menlo Park ❭

2. Match

Google founded in Menlo Park…

3. Extract Pattern

… [X] founded in [Y] …

4. Extract New Mentions & Patterns

Apple founded in Coupertino …

Apple headquarters in Coupertino

Exemplar 
Tuples

Tag 
Entities

Find Occurences of 
Exemplar Tuples

Generate Extaction
Patterns

Generate 
New Exemplar Tuples

Augment 
Table

Brin [1998] 
Agichtein and Gravano [2000] 

Snowball

Works bests with Binary relation
Can work with multiple mentions:
Bob born in U.S.A. in 1978

Goal: Enrich a list of Entity-
relationships data



Entity-relation tuples
Example-based extraction of Entity mentions and 
Relations

Exemplar 
Tuples

Tag 
Entities

Find Occurences of 
Exemplar Tuples

Generate Extaction
Patterns

Generate 
New Exemplar Tuples

Augment 
Table

Brin [1998] 
Agichtein and Gravano [2000] 

Snowball

How to validate the new rules 
extracted automatically?

1. Compare extracted rules with 
known tuples: confidence of R is 
based on how many known tuples 
extracts

2. Compare extracted tuples with 
known rules: confidence of T is 
based on how many known rules also 
extract T

New extracted Rules and Tuples should not 
create contradictions

This approach has
no “human in the loop”



Entity-extraction by Example
Learn extraction rules from example

SEER

P: Percentage = 1.0 = 1.0

D: {5, 6} = 0.4 = 0.4D: {percent, %} = 0.4

R: [0-9]+ = 0.2 = 0.3D: {percent, %} = 0.4

Output: Extraction 
rules

Hanafi et al., [2017]

Allow to match from text 
both Positive and Negative examples

Goal: Supervised 
Extraction





Matching Rules
From string tokens to “semantics”

Hanafi et al., [2017]

5 percent up in  DubaiExample:

5

L: ‘5’

R: [0-9]+

P: Number

P: Integer
percent L: ‘percent’

R: [A-Za-z]+

T: 0-1
…

P: City

Pre-
builts≺ Dictionary

LiteralToken gap
Regex

L: ‘Dubai’T: 0-1Dubai :

≺
≺ ≺

0 1

Each token may have 
different candidate
“matching rules”

Each rule has a “class”
and a preference score

Intuition: Exploit a vocabulary of simple 
specialized patters with known semantics



Merging Rules
Reconcile multiple interpretations

Hanafi et al., [2017]

5 percent

L: ‘5’ = 0.4

P: Percentage = 1.0

R: [A-Za-z]+ = 0.2

L: ‘percent’ = 0.4
R: [A-Za-z]+ = 0.2

Tokens:

Tree:

Rule: R: [0-9]+ = 0.2 L: ‘percent’ = 0.4

R: [0-9]+ = 0.2 L: ‘percent’ = 0.4

L: {'5', '6'} = 0.4

P: Percentage = 1.0

R: [0-9]+ = 0.2 L: {percent, %} = 0.4

L: {percent, %} = 0.4

[5 percent, 6%]Intersection:

5 percentExample: 6 %Example:

L: ‘6’ = 0.4

P: Percentage = 1.0

R: symbols = 0.2

L: ‘%’ = 0.4

R: symbols = 0.2

R: [0-9]+ = 0.2
L: ‘%’ = 0.4

6 %

Rule: R: [0-9]+ = 0.2 L: ‘%’ = 0.4

5 percent

L: ‘5’ = 0.4

P: Percentage = 1.0

R: [A-Za-z]+ = 0.2

L: ‘percent’ = 0.4
R: [A-Za-z]+ = 0.2

Tokens:

Tree:

Rule: R: [0-9]+ = 0.2 L: ‘percent’ = 0.4

R: [0-9]+ = 0.2 L: ‘percent’ = 0.4

L: ‘6’ = 0.4

P: Percentage = 1.0

R: symbols = 0.2

L: ‘%’ = 0.4

R: symbols = 0.2

R: [0-9]+ = 0.2
L: ‘%’ = 0.4

6 %

Rule: R: [0-9]+ = 0.2 L: ‘%’ = 0.4

Consider also 
Negative Examples
to prune candidates



Web Tables
Semi-structured data on the web

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Denmark#Regions



Entity List Expansion
Augmentation: identify entities to complete the list Goal: Given some seed entity mentions, retrieve 

more entities of the same type

Wang et al. [2015] 

IT Company
Dell

IBM

Lenovo

….?

Incomplete 
table

1. Input: Incomplete list + Keyword query

2. Retrieve tables from paged based on the keyword query

3. Assign Score to tables based on relevance

4. Extract entity mentions from tables

5. Analyze Entity mention co-occurence

IT Company
Dell

IBM

Lenovo

Apple

Samsung

HP

Acer

Augmented 
table

Dell

IBM

Accenture

Google

Facebook

HP

Bipartite-graph

Score 
Propagation

Problem: entities 
may appear together 
for different reasons

0.4

0.3

0.5

0.6

Problem: Here PPR 
Causes concept drift



Web-Table Completion
Identify relevant content, retrieve missing information

Intuition: If there is 
a structure, we can 
match it!

Yakout et al. [2012] 

InfoGather

Model Brand
S80 Benq

A10 Innostream

GX-1S Samsung

T1460 Benq

Complete table

Model Brand
S80 Benq

A10

GX-1S

T1460

Model Brand
S80 Nikon

Easyshare CD44 Kodak
DSC W570 Sony
Optio E60 Pentax

Part No Mfg
DSC W570 Sony

T1460 Benq
Optio E60 Pentax

S8100 Nikon

Part No Mfg
DSC W570 Sony

T1460 Benq
Optio E60 Pentax

S8100 Nikon

Incomplete table

Web tables

Problem: entities may appear 
together for different reasons

Goal: Retrieve missing attribute values

Extra Input: target attribute name or 
example of completing attribute



Table Correlation Graph
Schema matching for web-page and web-tables
Binary-relations only

Yakout et al. [2012] 

Goal: Retrieve missing attribute values

Name Windows Linux

Oracle Yes Yes

MySQL Yes Yes

SQL Server Yes No

PostgreSQL Yes Yes

Product Vendor

MySQL Oracle corp.

PostgreSQL PostgreSQL Grp

MongoDB MongoDB inc.

Berkley DB Oracle corp.

Vendor Revenue
Oracle 11787M

IBM 4870M

Microsoft 4098M

Teradata 882M

Name Max Row Size
MySQL 64Kb

Oracle 8Kb

Firebird 64Kb

Berkley DB 8kb

Name Developer

MySQL Oracle

SQL Server Microsoft

Office Micrsoft

Photoshop Adobe

OS support for top database software

List of Open Source database 
software

Database software, 2011 
revenue by vendor

Best selling software in 2010

Information about database size 
limits

T4

T1

T2

T5

T3

Name Developer

SQL Server Microsoft

MySQL

Teradata

Firebird

Query

Vendor Software

Oracle corp. Oracle DB

IBM DB2

Teradata Teradata Corp.

Companies developing 
database software

T6

𝑆*+, 𝑇 = /
|𝑇 ∩2 𝑄|

min( 𝑄 , |𝑇|)
𝑖𝑓 𝑄. 𝐴 ≈ 𝑇. 𝐵

0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

Direct Match between Q(K,A) and T(K,B)
K=entity name column
A,B = entity attribute column

Determine Table Match

Can use approximate 
matching and thesaurus

Problem: considers only direct links 
between Q and T



Table Correlation Graph
Schema matching for web-page and web-tables
Binary-relations only

Yakout et al. [2012] 

Goal: Retrieve missing attribute values

Name Windows Linux

Oracle Yes Yes

MySQL Yes Yes

SQL Server Yes No

PostgreSQL Yes Yes

Product Vendor

MySQL Oracle corp.

PostgreSQL PostgreSQL Grp

MongoDB MongoDB inc.

Berkley DB Oracle corp.

Vendor Revenue
Oracle 11787M

IBM 4870M

Microsoft 4098M

Teradata 882M

Name Max Row Size
MySQL 64Kb

Oracle 8Kb

Firebird 64Kb

Berkley DB 8kb

Name Developer

MySQL Oracle

SQL Server Microsoft

Office Micrsoft

Photoshop Adobe

OS support for top database software

List of Open Source database 
software

Database software, 2011 
revenue by vendor

Best selling software in 2010

Information about database size 
limits

T4

T1

T2

T5

T3

Name Developer

SQL Server Microsoft

MySQL

Teradata

Firebird

Query

Vendor Software

Oracle corp. Oracle DB

IBM DB2

Teradata Teradata Corp.

Companies developing 
database software

T6

Determine Table Match

Holistic Match
1. Assign Direct Match Score from Query to Tables
2. Scores >0 are starting nodes

Build Classifier using 
• Context similarity
• Table-to-content similarity
• URL similarity
• Tuples Similarity

3. Use classifier to add weight to other table pairs

4. Use starting node and execute PPR

5. Use PPR scores to rank matching tables

0.3

0.1

0.7

0.2

0.1

0.2

0.5

0.3

0.2

0.1Overcomes 
problems due to 
poor matching 
with the query 



Documents

Words Meta-Data Web-Tables

Citation Graph 
Navigation
[El-Arini et al.’11
Jia and Saule’17]

Topic Models
[Zhu and Wu. ’14]

Text Classifier
[Liu et al. ’03
Zhang and Lee’09,
Zhu et al.’13]

Words

Annotations
[Hanafi et al.’17]

Regular Expressions
[Agichtein et al.’00]

Entity Mentions
[Wang et al.’15]

Schema Matching
[Yakout et al.’18]

Semi-Structured
informationSEARCHING FOR

BY LOOKING AT

APPLYING

Entity Linking
[Bordino et al. ’13]

Segmentation
[Papadimitriou et al. ’17]

Documents/Citations/Queries 
recommendationsPRODUCES

Entity Extraction
[Ritter et al.’15]

Relation Extraction
Document Matching

Entity Augmentation
Concept Expansion





YOUR TURN 
TO PLAY


